
What's new?

Dintero payment
* Contact our support for enabling this feature.

For  our  Norwegian  customers  we  are  introducing  payment  possibility  by  Dintero.  To  get
started, setup must be done in POS → BO → Settings → Dintero.

These values must be provided in input fields and saved:

- Account ID

- Client ID

- Client secret

- Payment Profile ID (Optional)



Important mention: logging out of the master user, will clear these values. 

Payment type Dintero will be added to the list of payments in “Payment view”. Tap on Dintero,

enter customer number, they will receive sms and will proceed with Payment. 



Markdown discounts 

A new  feature in  our Smartstore  app  allows  printing  of  price  reduction  labels  for  single
products. The label will contain a QR code that gives information about which product this is,
and what discount should be given. This  would be great for the shops if a product has a
reduced value, but still  could  be sold. The customer would see the discount on the label,
select the product, and from this new version, POS will automatically give the corresponding
discount when scanning the label.  What is important to mention, that the discount  will be
labelled "Markdown" in the bill and on the receipt and this discounted item will be presented
on its own line in the bill. Also it will not be possible to delete the discount and this discount
will only apply to that product, not others of the same type. And last but not least, it will not be
possible to increase the quantity of this particular item.



Stock info view improvement

In the new POS version you will have a possibility to see current stock values in other stock
locations for this product. Tap and hold the finger on the product a bit longer, info view of the
product appears. Tap on the new TAB “Stock”. You will get a list of current stock values for
this product  from other  stock locations.  In the example below, we have product  with few
variants.



Under TAB “Stock” you can now see stocks for all variants in different stock locations.



Credit allowed for customers

We have added new field for the customers in our BackOffice. It will control whether customer
is allowed credit. Why it is needed? Only customers with credit allowed can pay with invoice
payment type. 



Returning against miscellaneous and invoice

From now on return against miscellaneous and invoice tender types will be allowed. Just tap
“return” button to enter return mode. Add some items to the bill by tapping on the item in “Item
Browser View”. Tap tender and you will  be redirected to “Payment view”. You can choose
miscellaneous  or  invoice  payment  types  for  the  return.  For  example,  if  returning  to
miscellaneous, created tender types will be shown without their value. You can return to any
misc tender type for the value of total to be returned. 


